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Whether they are draped, suspended, wrapped, hung, or layered, textiles for interiors today

bear a relationship to clothing that goes beyond their shared methods of manipulation. With the

introduction of Modernism, a style widely adopted by the late 1930s, the role of furnishing

textiles was reassessed, resulting in fabrics that emphasized color, texture, and craftsmanship,

and that were, in essence, tailor-made for functional interiors, “uniforms”, one might say, for an

aesthetic cause. The evolution of such textiles since that time can be studied through the made-

to-suit fabrics by KnollTextiles, which have a distinct character and aesthetic, perhaps best

understood as it evolved through the creation of Knoll upholstery. In the 1940s, for example,

many chairs, including the 650 Chair by Jens Risom, used webbing to create the seat and back

in an overt replication of a simple textile that interweaves and attaches directly to the frame of

the chair, which in turn then functions as a simple frame-loom. In contrast is the Saarinen

Womb Chair, launched in 1948, composed of foam molded over a fiberglass shell, and

enveloped with a cloth stretched around it. Paul Maute’s cloth, Cato, introduced in 1961, is the

now-classic sheath for the Womb Chair. Originally hand-loomed and incorporating thick and

thin woolen yarns that not only added character to the monochromatic cloth, but also

introduced the natural elasticity provided by wool, Cato defines the organic undulating contours

of the chair and emphasizes the complete integration of fabric, structure, and furniture frame,

just as if it were the clothed human form (fig. 1). A similar methodology is evident in the

upholstered armchair of Saarinen’s Tulip series, introduced in 1956, and in the stretched fabric

seat and back of chairs such as Bird (1952) by Harry Bertoia, a Cranbrook graduate who joined

Knoll in 1950. The ability to add a bold yet welcoming touch by “dressing” sculptural seating in

fabrics equally appropriate for tailoring, dressmaking, or for the upholsterer, has remained a

hallmark of KnollTextiles since that day.

Tailoring and Textiles

Among the many choices available today, fabrics that draw on the legacy of suiting

materials introduce tangible expressions of a widely recognized value system: professionalism,

quality, and stability. That such fabrics have become respected members of the American family

of upholstery cloths is in part because of Knoll itself. As historian Lesley Jackson has observed:

“Corporate power bases of the type designed by Saarinen during the 1950s were usually

constructed on a modular grid-like plan and required a new style of ‘Contemporary’

office furniture to equip them. This was provided by emergent firms such as Knoll

Associates and Herman Miller in the USA, and by revitalized older firms such as Hille in
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Figure 1. 

Cato (1961) on a Saarinen

Womb chair.
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Figure 2. A history of KnollTextiles written by Florence Knoll, 1996.
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Britain and Cassina in Italy. Of the four, Knoll...was the most progressive in office furniture

design, and it was Florence Knoll herself who took the lead....”1

The “made-to-measure” dimension of fabric has been essential to the KnollTextiles

product line since it was first established by Florence Knoll in 1947. Nearly fifty years later, in a

letter to Coco Kim, director of Knoll communications, she recalled that she had taken the “suit-

like” tack in her choice of cloths in direct opposition to what she considered the prevailing

“brocade and chintz with cabbage roses” mentality of textile production (fig. 2).2 Searching for

an alternative, she turned to the type of fabrics that were being used by British tailors to make

men’s suits, such as gray and beige flannels and tweeds. She also adopted a Scottish linen she

had known as an upholstery fabric when she studied at the Architectural Association in London.

Thanks to her vision, the early Knoll textile line, composed of checks, stripes, and basket

weaves, adopted a minimalist and progressive sensibility that would complement the company’s

original manner of furnishing the modern interior.

While the historical influence of KnollTextiles has been through its corporate following,

today’s approach to personal identity has broken down the barriers between contract and

domestic applications. The visual language that has made this possible is a tactile textile

vocabulary that speaks of assurance, sophistication, and originality, as amenable to the home as

to the office. And this tack is indicative of significant social changes that have taken place over

the past 28 years. After a decline in the numbers of people who worked at home between

1960 and 1980, the U.S. Census recorded a massive 56 percent increase during the following

decade and an extraordinary leap of 323 percent by 1997.3 When computer notebook sales

topped those for desktop models at the end of 2005, it was clear that technology has made it

possible to access the office comfortably from either the home or the road. Thus, home and

office are no longer distinctly different environments, as many of us glide between both and

engage in hot-desking (when one desk is used by more than one person at different times of

the day or week). Far from making corporate spaces more impersonal, these trends encourage,

even demand, a more welcoming environment. Since we often refer to cloth as if it had human

traits—warmth, wit, character, depth—we know instinctively that nothing humanizes a space

more effectively than fabrics. Their enriching effect has the additional benefit of providing

psychological comforts in a stressful world.

Fabric as a Sartorial Statement

Florence Knoll’s innovation as an architect was in promoting the clear distinction between

fabric as a canvas—the basis for gestural brushstrokes or abstract serigraphy—and fabric as a

sartorial statement. The latter, she recognized, was chosen with an eye to meeting the needs or

preferences of a specific interior or client, and when a fabric was well designed, it functioned

perfectly—may we say “suit-ably”—as a cladding material, a space divider, or the basis for a

graphic statement. Her timing was impeccable. When Florence Schust joined the firm in 1943,

just five years after its formation by Hans Knoll, whom she married in 1946, the popular

stereotype was that men had no interest in clothes. Yet within a decade it became clear to many

that this was not the case. Office workers in particular understood clothing as a symbol to be

manipulated in order to impress or influence others.4 Office decor, by implication, had precisely

the same potential. Within the limits of practicality, it could be used by the serious players to

express both their status and their individuality. 

From that point on, the Knoll firm played a leading role in the industry by engaging

designers to create fabrics to enrich its distinctive style of design. Beginning with Florence Knoll

Figure 3. Hampshire, Knoll Luxe

(2008).
and continuing today with Dorothy Cosonas, creative director of KnollTextiles, the company has

chosen to work with many designers whose vision derives from the notion of fabric as a

complement to shape or style, a foundation on which color, texture, and pattern are based.

Esther Harazty (1923–1994), Marianne Strengell (1909–1998), Evelyn Hill (1923–2003), Astrid

Sampe (1909–2002), and Sheila Hicks (b. 1934) are among those who contributed to the

consolidation of KnollTextiles’ reputation in its first two decades. Thereafter continuing to draw

upon the best among American and international designers, the firm worked with creative

weavers such as Eileen Ellis (b. 1933), whose Ashford, an all-worsted pinstripe, was designed for

the 1989 KnollTextiles line. Ellis’s London studio, Weaveplan, was the source of so many

influential cloths—not only for Knoll but for competitors such as Jack Lenor Larsen—that in

1984 she had received Britain’s highest accolade for professional designers with her election to

the Royal Society of Arts’ faculty of Royal Designers for Industry, for her sustained excellence in

aesthetic and efficient design for industry.
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Ever aware of the shifting functional and cultural requirements of cloth, where once there

were homespun-like tweeds, there is now Techno Tweed, designed for Knoll by Stephen Sprouse

(1953–2004) in 2003, with a “bling” of interwoven neon and metallic tapes undeniably

appropriate for the year it was introduced. Plain fabrics gained a clever twist: Silver Screen, a

shimmering sheer drapery fabric woven from 100 percent polyester with aluminum film printed

on the back, reflects sunlight and acts as a solar shield. Suzanne Tick, creative director of

KnollTextiles from 1996 to 2004, drew upon her background in textile technology to pioneer

Silver Screen, as well as various other environmentally-beneficial panel fabrics. Her Imago

product range, launched in 2000, made visual reference to tailoring structures—the boning,

lining, starching, and stiffening in clothes—as a formal and aesthetic frame, by encapsulating

delicate weaves in translucent resin panels. As these examples indicate, Knoll has explored ways

to clothe custom-made forms and interiors against a changing background of demands for

durability and sustainability, and to engage an increasingly sophisticated consumer. And the

pioneering use of materials has continued to the present day with Knoll Luxe, a new line of

fashion-forward textiles designed by Dorothy Cosonas: Hampshire, for example, includes a

cotton yarn that is knitted (fig. 3), whereas Mohair Prima, a deep velvet from Holland, exploits

the natural curl of mohair to create an iridescent plush.

Knoll and Branding

When Florence Knoll hired Herbert Matter (1907-1984) in 1946 to create a corporate

image, she had identified that the “look” was essential in creating product recognition (fig. 4).

Since then KnollTextiles have been distributed worldwide according to Knoll company practices

and image-making devices, including their ground-breaking 3-by-3 textile swatches and the

showroom “fabric wall”. Advertising and logos have reinforced the company’s identity, while the

involvement of named designers has further enhanced the individuality of the KnollTextiles

brand. The introduction of Knoll Luxe is indicative of the strength of Knoll’s textile division,

which not only distinguishes itself from other textile houses through branding devices, but from

Knoll Luxe as well, by providing its sibling brand with its own link on the Knoll website, and

separate promotional campaigns and packaging. Through its focus on environmental

sustainability, the company illustrates how Knoll engages with contemporary needs in a way that

goes beyond fashion in the aesthetic sense. Knoll, like many other fabric houses, participates in

the certification program offered by the Greenguard Environmental Institute, founded in 2001 to

establish acceptable indoor air standards. However, unlike its principal textile competitors, Knoll

has web-published a document describing the company’s work to protect the biosphere,

conserve natural resources, and reduce waste.5 Such certifications and statements are essential

Figure 5. Garden City, 

Knoll Luxe (2008) on a Saarinen

Executive Side Chair.

Figure 4. Knoll advertisement,

1963.
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elements of twenty-first century branding, as much so as the Knoll Luxe brochures and sample

tickets made of FSC-certified recycled paper or its fabric sample boxes made of a biodegradable

acrylic.

Embossed on the front of the brochure for the first Knoll Luxe collection is a motif derived

from Garden City, a design with concentric circles that enlarge as they move out from the center

(fig. 5). A glance back at Matter’s 1960s’ advertisements using a ‘K’ in a similar arrangement

(see fig. 4) reiterates the continuity in company image-making. There are no better symbols than

these to represent brand identities based on the aesthetics of clothing. Although fashion is often

described as cyclical, going around in a circle to revisit past styles, or straight ahead, always

changing and distinctly of its time, in fact it is neither. Instead fashion is like a spiral, passing the

same points but in an ever-expanding orbit. This expansiveness extends the range of possibilities

while it continues to reference the central point, which in this case is the understanding that

fine fabrics, like great couture, is timeless. Such thinking echoes Florence Knoll’s search for the

archetypal upholstery cloth, honed with her eye for authenticity. So where once there were

hand-weaves from Europe, today there is Jaipur, a hand-guided embroidery from India.

Identified by Cosonas as the Knoll Luxe signature cloth, its coiling, spiraling motifs—inspired by

a stitch-embellished tunic—captures the complexity embedded in her appreciation of the Knoll

legacy. Each Knoll Luxe sample bears witness to the influence of its forbearer, being described

on the reverse as combining the “classic modern principles of Florence Knoll with a fashion-

inspired point of view.”

The Fashion Weathervane 

Knoll Luxe enables Knoll to build its product range while paying homage to its origins—

providing innovative upholstery fabrics of aesthetic quality that perform perfectly, by allowing a

precise fit with the needs of its clientele, whether it is a decorator at work on a single home, a

designer working with a hotel, or a team developing a corporate space. This couture mode

comes naturally to Cosonas, who in 2006–2007 had already developed elaborate textures and

richly colored fabrics for KnollTextiles. These include Coco, inspired, as its name implies, by a

Chanel jacket, and Rivington, with its multicolored texture produced with space-dyed yarns

inspired by Bernat Klein (fig. 6). Although he is retired today, during the mid-1960s Klein’s

innovative fabrics defined the shape, drape, and color of couture, not only at Chanel, but also at

Dior, Cardin, Yves Saint Laurent, Balmain, Hardie Amies, and Hartnell. His dazzling tweeds

incorporated space-dyed brushed mohair or rayon velvet ribbon, resulting in cloths so novel that

he established his own mill in Scotland to weave them.6 It is no surprise that Cosonas admires

Klein’s textiles: both have reputations as consummate colorists.

Extravagant yarns are not new to Knoll; these can be found in past cloths, though more

often in casements than in other woven fabrics. In the 1960s and 1970s, Knoll casements

ranged from those with loosely spun thick-and-thin woolen warps to others like Serenade

(1971) that incorporated synthetic filaments, but neither type were expected to meet stringent

wear-test standards. Within Knoll Luxe, however, are equally unusual yarns that do meet today’s

even higher requirements. Bavaria derives its lively surface from the five fibers used in its four

filling yarns and a custom warp of another four, one of which is a cotton chenille. North Island

incorporates a uniquely constructed yarn that was developed especially to produce a pebbly

texture. Archival fashion textiles are a source for both cloths; Bavaria, for example, was based on

a swatch from the fall of 1954 that Cosonas discovered in the collection of the Fashion Institute

of Technology.

Figure 6. Rivington (2007).
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Bringing such textile classics into the twenty-first century is no easy feat, since with each

re-interpretation comes the risk that the visual references may become glib, too lightly grasped

to speak to the current generation, who see everything with new eyes. Whereas other

companies may provide re-editions of landmark twentieth-century fabrics that they themselves

did not originate, Knoll’s newest fashion-inspired fabrics are grounded in a philosophy that is

rightfully its own. Anyone still in doubt of this fact may usefully turn to Taste and Fashion, a

book written before World War II by James Laver, who was Keeper of Prints and Drawings at the

Victoria and Albert Museum in London at the time Florence Knoll studied architecture there, and

just when his book was enlarged and revised as a result of its success:

It would seem therefore as if there were no final style in interior decoration and

architecture any more than in women’s dress, and it would also seem (although the idea

must be accepted with some caution) as if the changes in women’s dress foreshadowed

changes in interior decoration, which in turn foreshadowed changes in architecture…

Fashion, in short, is the spearhead of taste, or rather it is a kind of psychic weathercock

which shows which way the wind blows, or even a weathercock with the gift of

prophecy, which shows which way the wind will blow tomorrow.”7

The sort of sumptuous surfaces introduced under Florence Knoll’s watchful eye are equally

likely to become a Knoll Luxe tradition.  For winter 2008, Cosonas has collaborated with Jack

McCollough and Lazaro Hernandez of Proenza Schouler to bring a minimalist aesthetic straight

from the catwalk to the second Knoll Luxe collection (fig. 7). The cloth Worth, designed by

Proenza Schouler, with its full-bodied, undulating channels, recalls the lavish textiles used by

Charles Frederick Worth, the English-born designer whose fashion house in Paris (established in

1858) is credited not only with the creation of haute couture, but also with the idea of

interchangeable pieces, a forerunner of ready-to-wear. Proenza Schouler selected the name,

Worth, without intending to honor their predecessor in ready-to-wear, but the coincidence

nevertheless provides a revealing comparison (fig. 8). Worth made much use of moiré, a pattern

similar in appearance to a wood grain, made by the process of calendering, or applying heat

and pressure. The moiré effect is replicated in Sandis (fig. 8). One can draw other parallels:

Proenza Schouler’s Mepal, a large-scale damask shimmering in linen and silk, is reminiscent of

the dramatic scale of pattern that Worth introduced in his evening wear (fig. 9). In its

reinterpretation of a classic Italianate pattern, the same cloth recalls fabrics by Mario Fortuny,

from whose Venetian studio came fashion and textile designs of influence during the early-

twentieth century. 

Figure 7. Dorothy Cosonas’

“inspiration wall.”

Figure 8. Worth and Sandis,

Knoll Luxe (2008).
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In the same volume, Laver expressed his theory of fashion changes as being propelled by

shifting erogenous zones. Not surprisingly, his ideas were a talking point, and the buzz they

aroused occurred just as Florence Knoll founded KnollTextiles, with its strong emphasis on casual

suiting fabrics expressing an established style worn as much by forward-thinking independent

women as by men. It is little wonder that her fabric choices were successful, and it not

surprising that some six decades later, the latest fashion-based Knoll concept—expressed with

equal vigor in its graphics and environmentally sound approach—is equally in tune with the

moment. In fact, with its tweeds, bouclés, bold patterns, and color contrasts, Knoll Luxe is

rightfully positioned between clothing and architecture, past and future.

Exhibition

This exhibition, curated by textile historian and critic Mary Schoeser, is a preview of a larger examination of

the history of textiles created by Knoll that is organized by the BGC and curated by the team of Paul

Makovsky (Senior Editor, Metropolis), Mary Schoeser, and Susan Ward (Curatorial Research Fellow, Department

of Textiles and Fashion Arts, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston) and will be shown in the spring of 2010. Proceeds

from the gala preview party on October 2, 2008, will benefit the Bard Graduate Center scholarship fund for

MA and PhD students.
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Figure 9. Mepal, 

Knoll Luxe (2008).


